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Much of the groundwork of developing a new 
website should be done before you meet with us 
or any other web designers. 

the first 
steps.

Begin by brainstorming within your own 
organisation. Invite input from all sides, if 
you wish, but designate a smaller team to 
manage the project and delegate one person 
to act as point of contact with the designer/s. 
If it’s a design team you are working with, 
(hopefully us!) establish a single point of 
contact and make sure all communication 
goes through these people.

Preparing a creative brief means you can 
build a picture of what you want to achieve 
and the more complete your design 
specification is the fewer changes there 
will have to be as the project progresses. 

Changes cost more money and cause 
delays. This doesn’t have to be a long 
document, keep it simple and aim for three 
or four pages of A4 at most, perhaps with 
Appendices of important information which 
explains your work in more detail. 
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your old web site - if you have one. 
If you have got an existing web site firstly let the us know the URL. Then answer the following questions: 

• What is good about the website? 

• What is bad about the website? (i.e. old colour schemes, out-dated 
design). 

• How long ago was it built and who built it? 

• What levels of traffic is it currently receiving? 

• How often do you get a genuine sales lead through the website? 

• Who is responsible for updating the site? 

In order to meet your requirements we need to know where the old website has failed. So also detail any thing else that could be relevant. 

develop an overview.
Develop an overview which explains your current situation. This should include: 

• What your organisation does, and who for. 

• How long have you been established? 

• Describe the company using five or ten words (i.e. young, vibrant, technology 
based etc) on how you already communicate with the outside world. 

• Your current website arrangements, if any; is this a complete overhaul or 
a cosmetic makeover. Bear in mind that a makeover on a complex website, 
developed over the years with different design methods, could be harder to 
achieve than a complete rewrite. 

• The timescale. 

• The budget

overview.
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aims + objectives. 
• How is the website going to help you meet your 

goals?
• Is the site a shop window on your organisation, or 

is it an online e-commerce,  or both? 

Be clear on how you will measure if the website is successful, including a way of knowing how many visitors you have had 
to satisfy existing monitoring requirements. 

• Think about how often you will want to update the 
content, and will you want to do this in -house? 

• Where is the content for the pages going to come 
from? 

• Who will be responsible for it in your organisation? 

• Who will respond to enquiries from the website? 

define your audience.
Define your Audience. You may be working with people who are new to using computers so don’t over complicate your 
website. Ask yourselves:

•  Who are the main audiences for your organisation? 
And for the website? 

• What industry are you aiming the web site at? 

• What do you want them to do when they come to 
the website? 

• Can they already get this information elsewhere 
online?

• Ask us about Persona development.
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look + feel of the 
new website.
The web site should be an extension of any offline media, 
advertising or branding that you have. It is always helpful to be 
provided with a brochure, some marketing literature to help 
get a feel for the company. So include them with the brief.

In order to get an idea of the kind of site that you like it is 
worthwhile noting three or four web sites that you like. Not 
necessarily competitors or sites related to your industry but 
just give a few example sites that you like the colour schemes 
of, the navigation or the interactive elements.

create a design specification.
This is how you want the website to appear and will cover everything from layout to colour. Collect examples of other 
websites to show us, and get as much printed material from your organisation as you can. Points to consider include: 

• Do you have a house style? What elements do you 
want included in the design? 

• Will the design appeal to your target audience, for 
instance younger children or older people? 

• Do you have a logo? If not treat this as a separate 
pre-requisite. 

• Do you have access to any corporate images? 

• Does your company have an image library? 

In larger companies you may find that another cost centre has already spent hundreds or thousands of pounds on 
photography and used it once. It would make sense to use these images if possible. If your company doesn’t have an 
image library, it should, and we can build one for you.

Another area that is always overlooked is copy writing. 

• Have you got the copy text ready to go into your 
web site? 

• Do you have the resources or skills to create and 
supply the text to go in the web site? 

If the answer to these questions is no, you will need a copywriter as well - we can provide this service if necessary.

List the main content elements that you want included, for example: 

• Organisation background. 

• News and press releases. 

• Client list. 

• Project portfolio. 

• Existing resources. 

• Contact details including location map, enquiry 
form, etc.

design & content.
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functionality.
A Functionality Specification covers how your website will work. We will supply a simple website structure as part of 
this section. We can do this as a basic flow-chart with boxes for pages and lines representing the links between them. 
The simpler this diagram is, the easier the website will be to understand, manage and use.

Think about: 

• The navigation how the website is structured. You 
should aim for a level of consistent navigation 
across the website. 

• The functions are what the visitors will do when 
they get to your home page. 

• This could include interactive elements such as 
filling in a form or downloading content. 

There will be a number of specific functions you may require. For example: 
• A ‘Print this page’ button. 
• A share button. 
• A search facility for the website (if you have more 

than a few pages). 
• A sitemap. 

• A message board. 
• A members-only area. 
• An ‘Add me to your email newsletter’ form. 
• E-commerce (shopping basket). 

technical specification.
A Technical Specification details any special requirements, for instance if you require a particular version of HTML. In 
particular you should specify: 

• Stylesheets (or ‘CSS’} should be used to separate 
content (the text) from style and layout (how it 
appears). 

• That an (X)HTML standard should be used (it’s 
more important that one is specified and used 
consistently than which one it is).

• That the website is easy to move to a new host. 

accessibility 
usability.
Make the website easy to use by the widest possible 
audience, for instance the visually impaired. An Accessibility 
Specification should state that the website meets at least a 
level of W3C WAI (Web Accessibility Initiative). The website 
should be tested for accessibility by a tool such as W3C, 
Cynthia, or NetMechanic however these automated tools 
have their limitations. If your budget allows, specify that you 
will get the site tested independently.

Usability Testing is a less formal way of seeing if the website 
works for visitors. We will provide.working test model to your 
and although a specific design feature whose purpose seems 
obvious to you/us, might not mean anything to visitors. 
Ask friends to review the draft website. Can they find some 
specific information on it, such as your opening hours? We 
can arrange usability testing as one of the deliverables for the 
project.

It is important that accessibility and usability testing 
is carried out at different points during the design and 
development process not just left till the end.
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SEO - search engine optimisation.
• Search engine optimisation and submission. • Search engine paid listings (the sponsored links 

you see on the side of your search results). 

Optimisation ensures your website can be found easily through Google etc.

We can submit the website to the search engines, or wait for them to find you. It’s as much about your design as it 
is telling the search engines you are there. Use of CSS really helps here as it creates less ‘clutter’ for search engines 
to get through to extract the essence of your message. Include any keywords that people might use to find you on 
your welcome page.

Compile a list of websites you would ideally like to link to your website. Find out if they will do it, perhaps on a 
reciprocal basis as this will help your search engine ratings.

off-line promotion.
A website should really be supported by an off line strategy of 
promotion and advertising, perhaps consider the following: 

• Postal mail shots. 

• Brochures. 

• PR exercise sponsorship. 

• Complimentary gifts. 

You might be thinking ‘why do they need to know about off-line 
promotion?’, there might be ways of linking the two together, 
for example extracting all the postal addresses from your 
mailing lists and using them to print all the envelope address 
labels on the fly.

marketing.
You are proposing spending money on a new web site, so you want customers to see it, right? 
So now consider how you will promote it. 

on-line promotion.
The on-line promotion of a website is often overlooked when considering the website brief. The promotion of 
your website on the internet, both in terms of getting it on search engines and also building links with other 
websites are vitally important to the continued success of the site.

You should consider: 

• Building link partners. 

• Banner advertising on high traffic volume 
websites. 

• Email marketing, commonly HTML emails that 
are branded inline with the website.

• Content. 
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maintenance. 
The ongoing maintenance of a website is an often over looked aspect of the websites design. 

• Who will be responsible for the on-going 
maintenance of the web site? 

• Do you have the skills, resources and time to 
maintain the web site in-house? 

• What happens if that member of staff leaves the 
company? 

• Would you prefer to make an arrangement with us 
to handle the web site maintenance? 

deliverables.
The deliverables for a project specify exactly what we must provide by the end of the contract period. These will 
include: 

• Site map - a list of the pages along with a map of 
how they fit together. 

• The website itself, usually a series of HTML pages. 

• A clear plan for ‘search engine optimisation’ 
(SEO) going forward.

• Clear information on how your organisation will 
manage the website once the contract has ended. 

• Information about how the website is hosted, 
along with usernames and passwords.

budget.
Set a realistic budget and be aware that some elements in 
the website will cost more to create and maintain. We will 
provide a breakdown of costs as one small feature could 
constitute an unreasonable amount of the bill.

If possible, try to keep some money for ongoing 
development. Allow an element for things like accessibility 
and usability testing, as well as training someone in your 
organisation to keep the content updated, if necessary.

timescales.
We will agree a timetable. This will provide us with clear 
milestones for delivery within the project, including 
dates for initial concepts, completion of functionality and 
sign-off of design. Phased payments may be tied to these 
milestones.

your project.
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our web 
expertise.
At tenbristol, we have built and look after a range of website for our 
clients, our specific skill sets include: 

• Full stack development across a range of projects.

• HTML responsive mark-up across platforms and optimized for 
specific platforms.

• Building reusable code for future use.

• Optimization of the application for maximum speed and 
scalability.

• Implementation of security and data protection.

• Integration of the front-end and back-end aspects of web 
applications.

• Solid experience in PHP.

• Solid experience of client-side JS scripting.

• Solid experience in HTML & CSS.

• Understanding differences between responsive platforms (i.e. 
mobile vs desktop) and optimizing output to match the specific 
platform.

• Creation of database schemas and Data migration.

• A proven track record of delivering projects to time and budget.

• A passion for the latest development trends and techniques.
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we hope 
you find this 

document 
useful.

tenbristol limited
25 Lower Redland Road

Redland, Bristol BS6 6TB
t: 0117 973 1586   e: info@tenbristol.co.uk


